THE WONDERFUL FAMILY
This year we went on a trip in England Despite
everything we have visited the most important
thing was doing it with friends and also spend
time with our host family. It was our first time
in England with high school and it was pretty
cool. But Elsa already came in England twice
with her family.
Well… We lived for four days in a house with
really nice hosts called Tracy and Russell.
Despite the fact that the house was in
renovation, it was lovely and modern. They
had an awesome bathroom with a beautiful
walk-in shower, it was really better than ours.
Our hosts also had two cats who were so cute.
One of them, called Flow, was thin and brown.
And the other, called Betty, was a bit fat and
grey and according to Tracy she
was also«stupid». We discovered Tracy was
right, because she literally spent her time on
one of us suitcase and it was really funny. We
tried everything to make her leave, but she was
determined to do it again and again. In spite of
the fact we were afraid of cats, it went well: we
manage to touch them and even to stroke them,
they were fluffy.

Contrary to our expectations, they talked with
us a lot, gave us towels and drawers to tidy our
stuff, and they ate with us almost everyday.
They were also really interested in us and what
we did during the journey. They suggested us
going in some places they like: for example
they talked to us about an antique shop, but
they warned us not to buy anything because it
was really expensive!
Tracy and Russell wanted to show us how
beautiful was their town. So they took us
to awesome places like a cinema-restaurant
with a lot of special works of art. But we
couldn't see the cinema because there was a
movie ongoing. Then we went to a typical
english pub which had a special and very
colourful decoration. There was also good
music, so there was a great vibe. We drunk
some lemonade, talked, and we had a great
time. All this reminded us the music video of
the song "Galway Girl" by Ed Sheeran, that we
all love! And we discovered Tracy was a fan of
Ed Sheeran but not Russell… We didn't get it
at all! How can someone dislike his songs?
Anyway, when we came back home, Tracy put
the whole album of Ed Sheeran as loud as
possible, so that we could hear it even if we
were upstairs and just in order to get Russell
angry! It was really funny!
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Moreover, we really appreciate that they
trusted us enough to let us sleep at the time we
wanted and they let us wake up on our own.
About that, there was something we didn't
enjoy at all: the Sena's alarm nearly made us
have a heart attack every single morning
except the last day when she decided to put a
great and calm song "Let it go" by James Bay.
Tracy and Russell were truly attentive as well.
They made us some tea everyday, they also
asked us how well our day was going.

The pub

Well finally… We realized it wasn't as hard to
understand them maybe sometimes we were
really confused of how fast they could talk but
nothing really scary. We had a great stay at
their home. We hope we will see them again.

